Dear Reader, in this Newsletter we will present to you three studies that deal with problems and questions traditionally dealt with in psychology, such as attentional control, multi-stable perception (think: Necker-cube), and the effects of computer games on cortical processing. S. Groß, C. Schmiedt-Fehr, B. Mathes and C. Basar-Eroglu present their results on "Multi-Stable Visual Perception in Aging: An EEG-Study", a follow-up of the study presented in our preceding Newsletter. Multi-stable perception denotes a surprising phenomenom of perception: Certain stimuli, such as the well-known Necker-cube, allow more than a single interpretation. In such cases, the brain tends to alternate between the two interpretations: We alternatively perceive one side of the Necker-cube as in front and then another side as in front. Prof. Baçar-Eroglu and co-workers find that shifts between the two alternatives in grouping perceptually four dots in two pairs of dots induce significant oscillations in the EEG that are more pronounced in posterior (back) parts of the brain in younger subjects while more dominant in anterior (front) parts of the brain in elderly, indicating a change in the neuronal network underlying multi-stable perception with age. In the second poster of this Newsletter, D. Högl, T. Friedrich, D. Trenner, and M. Fahle report on "fMRI-Correlates of Motion Perception and Full Attentional Allocation in Complex Environments". They had subjects play three different types of video-games in the head-scanner of the ZKW. These games required different amounts of senso-motor coordination and strategic planning. Playing these games strongly and intensively activated large parts of the cortical surface of all observers, with small, but significant differences in activation depending on the type of video-game played. In summary, the results show that playing video games activates a surprisingly large part of the human brain T. Fehr, C. Regenbogen, and M. Herrmann, in the third poster, display their results on another form of video-presentation, namely violent scenarios like the ones in some computer games, on brain activations as revealed again by functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). Participants in the study saw and experienced these scenarios from a first-person perspective, seeing 'their' hand as carrying a gun. It turned out that the activation patterns of frequent gamers differed significantly from those of non-gamers, while the bulk of activations were similar in both groups, and differed highly significantly between violent and non-violent game scenarios. Moreover, the authors find large inter-individual differences in the activation patterns, precluding any simple differences between the two groups of participants based purely on their activation patterns.

